"United States Arriving"

6/6/63 [6/6-7/63]

16mm, color, sof, "B" Wing, 1061' from head sync mark to last picture frame. Head sync mark.

Source: U.S. Navy through Admiral Nitze.
Producer: U.S. Naval Photographic Center.

Film reviews President John F. Kennedy’s (JFK) visit to First U.S. Fleet off San Diego.

Shot List
0' - Head sync mark.
7' - First picture frame.
21' - Title sequence.
149' - Pictorial history of the U.S. Navy.
260' - Naval preparations for JFK’s visit.
341' - JFK at Marine Recruit Depot, San Diego.
350' - Presidential helicopter flight to fleet off San Diego.
396' - Shots of various ships of First Fleet.
497' - JFK arrives on carrier "Oriskany" and 21 gun salute.
794' - JFK arrives on carrier "U.S.S. Kitty Hawk" and observes fleet maneuvers.
865' - JFK addresses crew of "U.S.S. Kitty Hawk." (Public Papers, Item No. 225)
903' - JFK meets crew of "U.S.S. Kitty Hawk" and departs ship.
975' - JFK visits U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, California, and observes missile firings.
1044' - Review of U.S. Naval history and shots of ships of the fleet.
1061' - Credits.
1061' - Last picture frame.